JUNIOR MOBILE APP DEVELOPER (ANDROID/IOS)
Vancouver, British Columbia

HEALTHCARE REIMAGINED
Think Tank Innovations is a communication solutions development company specializing in
mobile, privacy legislation compliant technologies. Our flagship product, ShareSmart, is the
premiere mobile communication standard for healthcare professionals (doctors, nurses, allied
health professionals, etc.) and its patients to collaborate on patient care, and is in use in 71
countries.
Think Tank Innovations is looking for a full-time Junior App Developer (Android / iOS) to join
our team in Vancouver. As a Jr. App Developer on our Mobile team, you'll be collaborating with
other talented Android & iOS developers, writing Swift and/or Kotlin code every day, working
with professional designers, improving UI/UX, practicing agile, improving automated tests, and
assisting with mobile projects through the entire development lifecycle. Our team is Apple’s
first Canadian health software development partner, and our engineering team casts a wide net
of problem solvers and self-starters, who are all energized by fast-paced work which directly
impacts healthcare’s frontline workers, patients and military operations.
At Think Tank, you’ll be working with industry-leading technology that changes the way
healthcare is delivered and how tactical missions are safeguarded in high incursion situation.
The work is serious, but we have lots of fun while we’re at it. We have an amazing culture of
inclusivity with a flat reporting structure. You’ll gain hands-on experience and be part of the
future that’ll fast-track your career goals in technology.
About applying with Think Tank: Think Tank is an equal opportunity employer. We are excited
to meet with and hire the top talent out there. We appreciate your interest in working with us;
however, only those applicants selected for interviews will be contacted. Successful candidates
for this position will be required to undergo a security screening, including a full criminal
records check and may require a credit check.
We invite you to come aboard and help us continue to build the future of healthcare and
defense.
Requirements:
• Proven experience in assisting the development of native iOS or Android applications
• 1+ years experience with programming skills in Swift, Java and Kotlin
• Experience in architecting iOS or Android applications
• Experience with WebRTC, GraphQL and RESTful technologies is desirable

• Backend and middleware development experience as well as AWS is desirable
• Experience in writing clear, well documented and testable code using design patterns
• Excellent analytic skills, attention to detail and ability to multi-task and prioritize to meet
deadlines
• Good knowledge of spoken and written English
Please submit applications (CV and cover) to Rena Tabata (rtabata@sharesmart.ca).

ShareSmart in the News
•

What our customers think of ShareSmart: Westpark Health Care, Ontario [link pg. 9-11]

•

News coverage: Alberta Primetime Breaking Ground [link]

•

One way we are compliant with medical privacy standards: Canadian Medical
Association National Guidelines on Smartphone Use, co-written [link]

•

2

ShareSmart combating privacy breaches: Canadian Health Network feature [link]

